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BAD HAIR DAY

By R. EUGENE JACKSON
# of lines

STUDENTS AND SCHOOL STAFF

MATTIE...................................... teenager with great hair 278
BELMA....................................... teenager with not-so-great hair 181
STINKY...................................... could use a shower 159
JESSE........................................has fabulous hair 33
ANARISSA................................. teenager 53
FLORA....................................... another 62
JILL............................................ another 50
TYLONDA.................................. another 56
ORLANDO.................................another 26
CLARK....................................... another 23
PEARSON.................................another 64
MRS. MOCKINGBIRD...............principal 9
MR. EPSON............................... teacher 1
EXTRAS.....................................as two PARAMEDICS and n/a

STUDENTS

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENTS
DETECTIVE CLANAHANAHAN.his name causes him a lot 89

of frustration
DETECTIVE HULAHAN.............does the “hula” when he walks 52

VILLAINS
HILDA VON DANDRUFF...........sells phony hair tonic 130
FRANZ....................................... her dim-witted crony 32
FRITZ......................................... another 22
SHULTZ.....................................another; cries a lot 21

*Feel free to change the gender and names of characters to fit the
needs of the cast.
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SETTING

TIME:  The present.

PLACE:   A school campus and a warehouse.

ACT ONE:  The school yard is represented by a picnic table and two
trashcans.

ACT  TWO:   For  the  warehouse,  crates  and  boxes  are  stacked
around the STAGE. A desk or table sits at RIGHT with a doorway
behind it. There is also a doorway UP RIGHT toward the back of
the STAGE with a sign above it which reads, “Office.” 
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bAd hAIR dAy
ACT ONE

AT RISE:  The grounds of a high school. MATTIE, an attractive high 
school senior, ENTERS carrying a heavy backpack or satchel of books 
and a metal briefcase. Following her are BELMA, a funky girl wearing 
a wild wig, and STINKY, a gawky boy with pointed hair. They move to 
the table at LEFT. The latter two open their lunch bags and drink from 
soda or water bottles.

bELMA:  Where’s your lunch, Mattie?
MAttIE:  (As she tosses her heavy and stuffed backpack onto the 

table.) In there somewhere.
bELMA:  You like your sandwiches flat as pancakes?
MAttIE:  Today it’s a... (Pulls a totally flat and messy banana from her 

bag.) ...banana.
bELMA:  (Sarcastic.) Looks delicious.
MAttIE:  (Gingerly puts it down and pulls a sandwich from the pack.) 

And a ham sandwich. (Opens the pieces of bread and finds nothing 
between them.) Without the ham.

bELMA:  A ham sandwich without ham?
MAttIE:  (Peeks into the pack.) It must have slipped out. It’s gotta be 

in there somewhere.
bELMA:  Good luck finding it.
MAttIE:  Probably squished between my math textbook and my 

biology project.
bELMA:  Does Mrs. Belch accept homework covered in mustard and 

mayonnaise?
MAttIE:  I guess I’ll find out this afternoon. 
StINky:  Want me to help you look for it?
MAttIE:  No. Just stay there. I don’t want you touching anything of 

mine, Stinky.
StINky:  Hey! I don’t stink today, Mattie. Really.
bELMA:  (Sniffs.) I suppose that obnoxious odor in the air is coming 

from that flock of birds that just flew over.
StINky:  Well, it couldn’t be me. I’m using a new kind of deodorant.
bELMA:  And what kind is that?
StINky:  It’s called... (Pulls a can from his pack and jumps into a pose 
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to spray it.) “Raid.”
MAttIE/bELMA:  Raid?!
MAttIE:  (Takes the can and looks at the label.) Stinky, do you know 

what’s in Raid? Permethrin, pyrethrins and piperonyl butoxide 
technical.

StINky:  Yeah. Jesse said it was strong.
MAttIE:  That’s not strong, that’s toxic! 
bELMA:  (Takes the can.) In short, it’s a roach spray.
StINky:  No, it’s a deodorant spray.
MAttIE:  It’s for roaches.
StINky:  (Firm.) Roaches don’t need a deodorant!
MAttIE:  It’s not to make them smell better. It’s to kill them.
StINky:  To kill roaches?
MAttIE:  Yes.
StINky:  Oh, rats and bats!
bELMA:  Think of it this way, Stinky. At least your underarms won’t be 

infested with insects. (Returns the can to STINKY.)
MAttIE:  You shouldn’t listen to Jesse. 
StINky:  He charged me five bucks for that advice. Next you’re going 

to say he was foolin’ with me when he told me to use... (Pulls a tube 
of it from his pack.) Colgate toothpaste as hair gel.

bELMA:  He was foolin’ with you.
StINky:  Oh, rats and bats!
bELMA:  Crest toothpaste works much better.
StINky:  Really?
MAttIE:  Belma.
bELMA:  Well, I’m sorry, Mattie. He’s just too gullible. (STINKY puts 

the tube back into his pack. BELMA slightly lifts her wig and runs 
her fingers through her hair.) Maybe I should put some toothpaste 
on my hair. Nothing else seems to tame it.

MAttIE:  What’s the matter—having a bad hair day?
bELMA:  Every day is a bad hair day.
MAttIE:  I know what you mean.
bELMA:  What are you talking about? Your hair is perfect. It’s always 

perfect.
MAttIE:  No, it isn’t.
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StINky:  Yes, it is. Mattie, you’re perfect—all over.
bELMA:  Stinky, put your eyeballs back into your head and eat your 

lunch. (He does.)
MAttIE:  Well, I do have a special solution that my mother makes up. 

She got it from her mother who got it from her mother. It’s great.
bELMA:  What’s in it?
MAttIE:  I don’t know for sure. I haven’t run it through my Solution 

Analyzer yet. (Indicates the metal briefcase.)
bELMA:  That thing really works?
MAttIE:  Yeah, sure. I developed it for the chemistry expo. I put a drop 

of most any solution into a slot at the top.
bELMA:  And then?
MAttIE:  It analyzes the liquid and prints out a list of the ingredients.
bELMA:  (Sarcastic.) Whoa! Wish I had one of those. I’m sure it would 

come in soooo handy in the mall.
MAttIE:  Well, it would if you were a chemistry major.
bELMA:  But I’m not. I’m a wig major.
MAttIE:  Well, you do have a lot of them. Practically a new one every 

week.
bELMA:  Hey, if you saw my real hair, you’d know why. Even my dog 

hates it. He saw the real me once, took my hair in his mouth and 
tried to bury me in the back yard.

MAttIE:  (Laughs.) Oh, Belma! 
bELMA:  My hairdresser told me never to come back. (Pause.) Said I 

was scaring away all her clients.
MAttIE:  (Still laughing.) Oh, come on!
bELMA:  I took out the trash. The garbage man tried to haul me 

away.
MAttIE:  Belma, that’s too much.
bELMA:  So I wear wigs. I make wigs. I love wigs!
StINky:  Did you hear about the kids at Northside High School?
bELMA:  What? Are they wearing wigs, too?
StINky:  They should. They’re bald. Every last one of them.
bELMA:  (Pause.) They’re bald?
StINky:  Yeah, you know—no hair.
bELMA:  I know what bald means, Stinky. (Pause.) What do you mean 
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they’re bald?
StINky:  You know—no hair.
bELMA:  All the kids at Northside are bald?
StINky:  Yeah—no hair.
bELMA:  (Angry.) I know what bald means, Stinky!
MAttIE:  I heard that, too. But it can’t be true. I mean, a whole 

school?
bELMA:  They must have cut it off for an initiation or something. I mean, 

I’d shave my head, too, if it would help me be a cheerleader.
StINky:  Nobody wants a bald cheerleader. Rats and bats.
bELMA:  What would you shave your head for, Mattie?
MAttIE:  Nothing. Pearson likes my hair the way it is. And I like 

Pearson.
bELMA:  Boys! You can’t live your life for boys.
MAttIE:  No, but I can save my hair for Pearson.
StINky:  I don’t think they shaved their heads. I think their hair just 

fell out.
bELMA:  What are you talking about now, Stinky?
StINky:  The kids at Northside. One day they had hair, the next day 

it was gone. Just like that.
bELMA:  I don’t believe it.
StINky:  Jesse said yesterday they were wearing scarves over their 

heads.
bELMA:  Anybody can wear a scarf over her head to keep out the 

cold.
MAttIE:  Yesterday it was 90 degrees.
bELMA:  (Pause.) Well, maybe they were preparing for winter.
StINky:  I’m telling you. You think you have a bad hair day? They’re 

having a bad hair day.
bELMA:  Well, don’t believe everything Jesse tells you. 
StINky:  (Looks OFF RIGHT.) Well, ask him yourself. Here he comes 

now.
JESSE:  (ENTERS, strutting. He has an exaggeratedly tall hairdo. 

[NOTE:  See PRODUCTION NOTES.]) Hey, guys. What’s up?
bELMA:  Your hair, Jesse. It gets bigger every day.
JESSE:  That’s right, Belma. It’s my crowning glory, a diamond tiara 
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that caps a masterful mind and a beautiful body. (Fluffs his hair.) 
The girls love it.

bELMA:  Well, if it gets any taller, you run the risk of being hit by low-
flying aircraft.

StINky:  Of course, with all that grease on there, they would slide 
right off.

JESSE:  (Sniffs.) Stinky, you smell worse that usual. What’s that 
smell?

StINky:  (Produces the can.) The Raid you told me to use.
JESSE:  Oh, yeah? Well, good. That’s strong stuff. (Coughs and 

waves away the odor.) Really strong. The girls will be crawling all 
over you.

bELMA:  Yeah, but no roaches will be crawling on him!
JESSE:  (Sees MATTIE’S sandwich.) What are you having for lunch, 

Mattie?
MAttIE:  Ham sandwich.
JESSE:  Great. I love ham. (Snatches the sandwich, takes a big bite 

and chews.) Mmm, good ham.
MAttIE:  The ham’s in my bag. You’re eating the bread.
JESSE:  (Glances at the bread.) I knew that. (Tosses the sandwich 

over his shoulder.) 
MAttIE:  Jesse, you are such a slob. There’s a place for garbage. 

(Picks up the bread and tosses it into the trashcan.)
JESSE:  Anybody hear about the kids at Southside? They’re 

hairless.
StINky:  You mean Northside?
JESSE:  I mean Southside.
StINky:  You said it was Northside.
JESSE:  North and South. Both schools. All the kids have lost their 

hair. Can you imagine it—a whole school of nothing but bald kids? 
(Laughs.) And not only that, but the principal is bald too! (Laughs. No 
one else does. Stops.) Don’t you think that’s hair-larious? (Laughs 
again.)

MAttIE:  You shouldn’t make fun of them, Jesse.
JESSE:  Why not? It’s funny. No hair! Not a single kid or teacher! 

What could be funnier? (Laughs.) Hairless dudes, hairless honeys, 
hairless teachers. A man with hair like mine could be king among 
those without. I like the sound of it—King Jesse.
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bELMA:  What if you didn’t have any hair?
JESSE:  (Suddenly serious.) What? Me—without hair? That’s crazy. 

(Puts both hands over his head as if to protect his hair.) Anybody 
tries to mess with my hair is gonna have to mess with me first.

MAttIE:  What caused all the problem at those schools, Jesse? Do 
you know?

JESSE:  What?
MAttIE:  What caused the baldness? Did they shave their heads?
JESSE:  Naw.
bELMA:  Some sort of diabolical experiment gone awry?
JESSE:  That’s dumb.
StINky:  What about a virus?
JESSE:  Well, I don’t know.
MAttIE:  A disease that could spread here to Central High?
JESSE:  A disease?
MAttIE:  And attack you?
bELMA:  Like Dutch Elm disease that attacks trees and causes them 

to shed their leaves and limbs? Maybe they have a hair disease that 
is spread by trees—the Dutch Bald Head Disease.

MAttIE:  Or maybe it’s spread by that flock of birds that flew over 
earlier.

bELMA:  The Dutch Bald Bird disease.
MAttIE:  (Points to his hair.) Oh! Jesse, is that a spot of bird poop 

on your head? Oh, I think it is! I hope it’s not... the Dutch Bald Bird 
disease!

JESSE:  No! No, it can’t be! (Tries to flick it off.) Not on my hair! Not on 
my beautiful... (Starts to move OFF.)

StINky:  Where you goin’, Jesse?
JESSE:  To the locker room. I gotta scrub my hair—right away! Maybe 

I can clean the poop off before it starts infecting my glorious mane. 
(Races OFF RIGHT.)

bELMA:  Mattie! You should be ashamed of yourself. And I thought I 
was bad.

MAttIE:  Sorry. When someone is so caught up in his own appearance, 
it’s hard to resist an occasional dig.

bELMA:  He’s so frightened, he may scrub his hair right down to the 
roots.
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StINky:  Do you think he has any toothpaste with him?
MAttIE:  Toothpaste?
StINky:  For his hair.
MAttIE:  Uh, Stinky, I’m sure he’ll find some sort of cleanser that will 

work just fine.
bELMA:  Yeah, but he’ll need a chisel to get through all that hair 

spray.
MAttIE:  Belma, you are so bad.
bELMA:  Yeah, I know. It’s a family trait.
StINky:  (Looks OFF LEFT.) Hey, guys? Do those people look 

familiar?
MAttIE:  Not to me.
bELMA:  I think I saw that woman on TV last night. It was a horror 

show.
MAttIE:  You’re kidding.
bELMA:  You’re right. This woman looks worse.
StINky:  I think they heard what you said.
bELMA:  Why?
StINky:  Because they’re headed this way.
bELMA:  Oops. (Turns away.) They are. They’re headed this way. 

Time to run. 
MAttIE:  I’m not running.
bELMA:  Time to hide, then. Hide. (Looks for a place to hide.) In the 

trashcan. (Looks into it and sniffs.) Nope. It stinks. Behind Stinky. 
(Hides behind STINKY.) Nope. He stinks worse. Under the table. 
That’s it. I’m disappearing under the table. Good-bye. (Ducks under 
the table, then peeks out.) Tell me when the danger’s past.

MAttIE:  What danger?
bELMA:  (Points OFF LEFT.) Them. Lady Macbeth and the three 

weird sisters!
MAttIE:  The three weird sisters look like men.
bELMA:  I told you they were weird. (Hides.)
StINky:  What should I do?
MAttIE:  Finish your lunch while I try to find mine. (Goes through 

her backpack while STINKY nervously nibbles on his sandwich. 
HILDA VON DANDRUFF ENTERS. She has long, black hair and 
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thick, sinister makeup. She wears a long black dress with a black 
cape over it, making her look something like an exaggeratedly evil 
Lady Macbeth. Following her are THREE MEN—FRANZ, FRITZ 
and SHULTZ—all with strange and similar hair. SHULTZ carries a 
satchel of products, and the OTHERS hold two bags each with a 
“$” sign on them.)

dANdRuFF:  (To MATTIE, dramatic.) Vell, vell, miss—and you under 
the table as vell— (BELMA peeks out.) I am the one you’ve been 
vaiting for. (Smiles.)

MAttIE:  Why? Are you the ice cream man?
dANdRuFF:  Vhat?
MAttIE:  We’ve been waiting for dessert.
dANdRuFF:  (Befuddled.) No, I am not the ice cream man.
StINky:  I didn’t think so.
dANdRuFF:  I am Frau Hilda von Dandruff.
bELMA:  (Aside to MATTIE.) Sounds like a flake to me.
dANdRuFF:  And these... (Indicates the THREE MEN.) are my two 

assistants, Franz and Fritz.
StINky:  Two? There are three.
dANdRuFF:  Ah! (Waves off SHULTZ.) Shultz—I don’t count him. 

(SHULTZ starts to cry quietly.)
MAttIE:  Are you a teacher? I’ve never seen you before.
bELMA:  (To MATTIE.) Maybe it’s a substitute?
dANdRuFF:  It?
bELMA:  She—I mean, she. Uh, you. You’re a substitute teacher—

right?
dANdRuFF:  Ah, but, ya, of course, I’m a teacher. A very fine teacher. 

And today I’m going to teach you how to save your scalp.
MAttIE:  What? What are you talking about?
bELMA:  I don’t think my scalp needs saving just now.
MAttIE:  I don’t think you’re a teacher at all. I think I should report you 

to Mrs. Mockingbird. (Turns to the RIGHT.)
dANdRuFF:  Vait. Just one minute. (MATTIE stops.) I vant to show 

you something. You’ll be glad you listened. (MATTIE comes back. 
DANDRUFF reaches for it, and SHULTZ hands her a bottle, while 
FRITZ helps her up onto the table where she poses like an orator.) 
This, young lady, is a fantastic new discovery of mine that I developed 
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in my very own bathroom—uh, I mean, laboratory. (Pronounces it 
“la-BOR-a-tree.”) I know it will interest you... because it is... it is a 
vonderful concoction that completely restores lost hair. I call it, “A 
Vonderful Concoction that Completely Restores Lost Hair.” And 
it comes to you today at a bargain basement price—a mere one 
hundred dollars per bottle.

StINky:  A hundred bucks a bottle? There’s not that much money in 
the world—at least, not in my world. Where would we get a hundred 
bucks for a hair product?

dANdRuFF:  I don’t care vhere you get it. Earn it, borrow it, steal it. 
Just get it. If... you vant your hair restored.

MAttIE:  Why would we want something that restores lost hair? We 
haven’t lost any hair.

dANdRuFF:  You haven’t? (FRITZ helps her climb down from the table. 
Returns the bottle to SHULTZ.)

bELMA:  (Brushing her hands through her hair.) Does this hair look 
lost?

dANdRuFF:  (Flustered.) Vell, but, I mean.... are you sure? You haven’t 
lost even one tiny little hair?

StINky:  My cat’s shedding. Maybe I should get some of this stuff for 
her.

MAttIE:  At a hundred dollars a bottle?
StINky:  Maybe I could get just half a bottle.
dANdRuFF:  I don’t think so.
StINky:  A spoonful?
dANdRuFF:  Vhy are you people trying to cause me trouble? Your hair 

should have fallen out by now, because ve gave you....
MAttIE:  What?
bELMA:  Our hair should have fallen out?
dANdRuFF:  (Catches herself.) Er, uh, nothing. I said nothing, nothing 

at all about hair falling out. You misunderstood me. Franz, Fritz, 
check their hair.

FRANZ:  (Examines BELMA’S hair.) It’s a vig. (Pause.) A nice vig.
FRItZ:  (Examines MATTIE’S hair.) Her hair is full and lustrous and...
MAttIE:  (Pulls back.) Take your hands off me.
dANdRuFF:  (Angry.) I can see that. (To SHULTZ.) Check his hair. 

(SHULTZ approaches STINKY, sniffs and begins to cry.) What’s the 
problem, Shultz?
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ShuLtZ:  His hair stinks.
StINky:  No. That’s my underarms.
dANdRuFF:  (Pulls the THREE MEN to the side.) Something has gone 

vrong here. I see hair on their heads. I should only be seeing hair 
on the ground. Vhat happened?

FRANZ:  Maybe ve forgot this school.
FRItZ:  Ya. I remember very vell... ve forgot this school.
dANdRuFF:  Nein. Ve remembered this school. I let you out of the 

Volksvagon right over there.
FRANZ:  (Nods vigorously.) Ya. Ve remembered this school.
FRItZ:  Ya. I remember very well... ve remembered this school.
dANdRuFF:  But somehow these students must have been missed.
FRANZ:  Ya. Missed.
FRItZ:  Ya. Overlooked.
dANdRuFF:  You dumb-koffs! But ve’ve got to be certain. (Turns to 

MATTIE and smiles.) Didn’t you girls get free samples of my tingly, 
bubbly new shampoo and hair conditioner that I call “My Tingly Bubbly 
New Shampoo and Hair Conditioner” last veek?

StINky:  I use toothpaste on my hair. And then I brush it.
bELMA:  No, we didn’t get any of your... whatever.
dANdRuFF: (To FRANZ and FRITZ.) That explains the full heads of 

hair.
FRANZ:  Ya.
FRItZ:  Ya.
MAttIE:  And ve don’t vant... I mean, we don’t want any of it. And if 

you don’t leave right now, I’m calling Mrs. Mockingbird.
dANdRuFF:  Ve’re leaving immediately. (Smiles.) Just one last thing. 

Perhaps you vould like to sample my extraordinary new shampoo. 
(Puts her hand out and SHULTZ places a bottle in her hand.) It’s 
absolutely free. No cost vhatever.

MAttIE:  This is some kind of scam, right? My mom always says, “If 
someone offers you something for nothing, run—don’t walk—to the 
nearest exit.”

dANdRuFF: No scam, no tricks. I promise. Try it. If you don’t like it, 
it’ll be too late. I mean, if you don’t like it, you can return it for a full 
refund.

bELMA:  Which would be nothing because we didn’t pay for it, right?
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ShuLtZ:  Right.
dANdRuFF: Shut up, Shultz. (SHULTZ starts to cry.) It’s free. Who 

can resist free?
MAttIE:  We can. I’m going to the office to report you. Come on, Belma. 

(They pack up their lunches to go.)
StINky:  What about me?
bELMA:  Why don’t you just stay here and stink for these people.
MAttIE:  Come on, Stinky. You, too.
dANdRuFF:  (As the GIRLS and STINKY get their things together.) 

Most of your classmates have already tried it. They love it.
bELMA:  How do you know they love it?
dANdRuFF: Vell, they haven’t asked for their money back.
bELMA:  Yet.
MAttIE:  Let’s go.
dANdRuFF:  If you change our mind... (Holds out her hand, and 

SHULTZ places a flyer in it.) here is an ad that explains everything—
along vith my address and phone number. Vhen you vant the best 
shampoo that money cannot buy, come to my shop. (MATTIE, BELMA 
and STINKY EXIT RIGHT. After a pause, STINKY RE-ENTERS and 
grabs the bottle of shampoo from DANDRUFF. DANDRUFF holds up 
the flyer. He snatches it too and EXITS RIGHT. Smiles.) Vell, ve got 
one of them. The others can’t be far behind. (Angrily to the THREE 
MEN.) No thanks to you incompetent dumb-koffs. How did you miss 
them? How did you miss these three students?

FRANZ:  Maybe they vere on vacation.
dANdRuFF:  In the middle of the school year?
FRItZ:  Maybe they graduated already.
dANdRuFF:  In the middle of the school year?
ShuLtZ:  Maybe they vent miniature golfing.
dANdRuFF:  Miniature golfing? (SHULTZ nods.) Miniature golfing?! 

(Angry.) Shultz! Arrgghh! (To ALL THREE of them.) Do you know 
vhat this means? Do you understand vhat you’ve done?

FRANZ:  Nein. Vhat?
dANdRuFF:  If they don’t use my free shampoo, they von’t lose 

their hair. And, if they don’t lose their hair, they von’t buy my totally 
useless “Vonderful Concoction that Completely Restores Lost 
Hair” at a hundred dollars a bottle. And, if they don’t buy my totally 
useless “Vonderful Concoction that Completely Restores Lost Hair” 
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at a hundred dollars a bottle, ve von’t become rich overnight. That’s 
vhat.

FRANZ/FRItZ:  Eeeww!
dANdRuFF:  You can say that again.
FRANZ/FRItZ:  Eeeww!
dANdRuFF:  Stop that. (SHULTZ cries.) Here is vhat ve do now. 

Ve distribute flyers for my scalp-saver, and then ve return to the 
varehouse to avait all those who are villing to pay my outrageous 
price for it.

FRANZ:  Ya, that’s brilliant.
dANdRuFF:  Ve vill be rich, men. Rich, rich, rich! (Pause.) Well, I’m 

going to be rich. You three vill be... almost rich.
FRANZ:  Almost rich?
dANdRuFF:  (Loud.) Yes—almost rich.
FRItZ:  (Frightened.) I like “almost rich.”
FRANZ:  I can live vith that.
dANdRuFF:  (Looks OFF RIGHT.) Uh, but for now, ve retreat.
FRItZ:  Retreat?
dANdRuFF:  Unless you vant to be put in detention. (Quickly EXITS 

LEFT.)
FRANZ:  Vhat’s she talking about?
FRItZ:  (Looks OFF RIGHT.) Here comes the principal! (EXITS 

LEFT.)
FRANZ:  The vhat? (Looks OFF RIGHT.) Eiiiii! The principal! (EXITS 

LEFT.)
ShuLtZ:  (Frightened.) Ohhh! Eeeee! Yiiee, yiiee. Ewwww! (Dances 

OFF LEFT. After a few seconds, MATTIE, BELMA and STINKY 
ENTER RIGHT followed by MOCKINGBIRD.)

MAttIE:  (Points OFF LEFT.) There they go, Mrs. Mockingbird. An evil 
looking woman and three weird guys.

bELMA:  She was trying to give us some sort of tingly hair cream.
MOCkINgbIRd:  She looks like a crude Lady Macbeth—with the three 

weird sisters trailing after her.
bELMA:  That’s what I said. I can hear her now, reciting:  (Speaks in a 

cackling voice like a witch.) “Double, double, toil and trouble; make 
their scalps tingle and bubble.”

StINky:  Yeah, and I woulda bought some of the tingly stuff, but I didn’t 
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have a hundred dollars on me.
MOCkINgbIRd:  A hundred dollars? That’s a little expensive.
StINky:  Yeah. Crest toothpaste only costs about three dollars.
MOCkINgbIRd:  Crest toothpaste is for your teeth, not your hair.
StINky:  So I’ve heard.
MAttIE:  Do you think they’ll be back, Mrs. Mockingbird?
MOCkINgbIRd:  I don’t know. 
bELMA:  Do you think they might be dangerous?
MOCkINgbIRd:  Anybody on a school campus who shouldn’t be here 

is dangerous, Belma. You did the right thing by telling me about it. I 
had Janie call the police. We’ll let them handle this.

MAttIE:  Yes, ma’am.
MOCkINgbIRd:  If you see them on campus again, don’t hesitate. 

Call me right away.
MAttIE:  Yes, ma’am.
MOCkINgbIRd:  (As she moves RIGHT.) A hundred dollars for a bottle 

of hair cream? Even my hair dresser doesn’t charge that much. (Turns 
back to STINKY.) By the way, Stinky, you smell like Raid.

StINky:  Yeah. It’s a great deodorant, isn’t it?
MOCkINgbIRd:  More like a noxious perfume. Has anyone smelled 

you up close?
StINky:  Only Pauline. She must have liked it because she took a big 

whiff and swooned.
MOCkINgbIRd:  Oh, that’s why she’s been at the nurse’s station all 

morning. Well, watch out for the bad guys. (EXITS.)
StINky:  (As he opens his lunch bag.) I think I’ll finish my lunch now.
bELMA:  I don’t know how you can stand to eat when you smell so 

bad.
StINky:  I can’t stand to eat.
bELMA:  You can’t?
StINky:  No. I sit to eat. (Sits. Pulls the bottle of DANDRUFF’S 

shampoo from his bag, but quickly puts it back.)
bELMA:  What was that?
StINky:  What was what? Nothing. It was nothing. (Pulls out an apple.) 

An apple. It was an apple.
bELMA:  It didn’t look like an apple. 
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StINky:  It was an oddly shaped apple.
bELMA:  Oddly shaped like a bottle.
StINky:  What’ll they think of next?
MAttIE:  (Glances at her watch.) We’d better hurry. Lunch period is 

half over already.
bELMA:  They really need to give us more time at lunch.
MAttIE:  To eat?
bELMA:  No. To hang out. (ANARISSA, FLORA, JILL and TYLONDA 

ENTER RIGHT.  [NOTE:  The three latter GIRLS’ hair must be wigs. 
See PRODUCTION NOTES.] ORLANDO and CLARK follow them ON 
RIGHT. Each has a different but outrageous hair style. ANARISSA’S 
hair is pumped up and tall as possible, possibly one wig on top of 
another. FLORA’S hair is the literal colors of a rainbow, like a clown’s 
wig. JILL’S is arranged in a plastered horizontal direction and flat on 
top, and TYLONDA’S is back-combed and frizzed into an enormous 
halo around her face. The BOYS’ hair should be equally ludicrous. 
Substitute hairdos at the director’s discretion are permissible, but the 
hair must be so outlandish that the AUDIENCE laughs upon seeing 
them. They move to the table at RIGHT with books and bags.)

StINky:  (Sees them first. His eyes enlarge and his mouth drops.) 
Ohhh, rats and bats!

bELMA:  (Turns and sees them.) I’m having a bad hair day while they’re 
having an outrageous hair day!

MAttIE:  (Sees them.) Oh, no! It’ll take them a month just to untangle 
those things.

ANARISSA:  (Smiles and waves to BELMA and MATTIE.) Hey, girls! 
(Plumps her hair with her hands and parades around the LEFT 
table.)

StINky:  How come nobody ever talks to me? It’s always, “Hey, 
girls.”

ANARISSA:  Like my hair?
MAttIE:  (Hesitant.) Well, uh, sure, Anarissa. It’s really, uh, uh...
bELMA:  I’ll second that.
FLORA:  (Follows ANARISSA’S parade.) What about mine?
StINky:  Flora, you’ve been in your mom’s food coloring.
FLORA:  No. It comes in all colors. Really.
MAttIE:  It? What it?
JILL:  The new shampoo. Didn’t you get any?
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MAttIE:  I’m happy with my old shampoo, Jill.
tyLONdA:  (As she struts in the “parade” showing her hair.) I’ll bet 

you can’t do this with your old shampoo, girl.
MAttIE:  Why would I want to?
tyLONdA:  You’re a teenager, aren’t you?
MAttIE:  Yeah.
tyLONdA:  And you have parents, don’t you?
MAttIE:  Yeah.
tyLONdA:  Well, girl, this is how you work your parents into a tizzy. 

With a frizzy! (Laughs and indicates her hair.)
ANARISSA:  (Indicates her hair.) I could never have done this 

before. 
bELMA:  (Sarcastic.) Maybe that was best.
ANARISSA:  We can do anything we want with it. And it keeps its 

shape.
FLORA:  Yeah. We can color it, tease it, flip it, stack it, flatten it, strip 

it, shape it—and it stays there.
bELMA:  Stays there where?
FLORA:  Where you put it.
MAttIE:  For how long?
FLORA:  Forever. I guess.
bELMA:  Forever? What’s it made of—industrial glue?
JILL:  Oh, Belma, you’re just jealous.
bELMA:  Oh, Jill—jealous of that windblown haystack on top of your 

head? I don’t think so.
tyLONdA:  The boys love it. Don’t you, boys?
ORLANdO/ CLARk:  (They nod vigorously with their mouths hanging 

open.) Yeah, yeah, yeah. (They do a goofy laugh.)
FLORA:  They like to run their hands through it.
bELMA:  Aren’t they afraid of getting stuck to the goo?
FLORA:  Huh?
StINky:  (Offers his can of Raid.) You might want to try some of my Raid 

on it, Flora, in case insects have set up housekeeping in there.
JILL:  You can insult us all you want, but this happens to be the new 

teen craze. Hair that does something other than just sit there.
tyLONdA:  Our hair makes a statement.
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StINky:  Yeah. It says, “Look at me; I’ve flipped out.”
ANARISSA:  It has personality.
bELMA:  People have been arrested for less.
FLORA:  It has charm.
bELMA:  Yeah. Now if you could only send your hair out on a date and 

leave yourselves at home.
JILL:  What? What did you mean by that?
MAttIE:  Jill, I think Belma was commenting on the... uh... uh... 

uniqueness, the originality, the, the whatever of your new... hair 
styles.

bELMA:  Yeah. Something like that.
MAttIE:  We’re impressed.
StINky:  Very impressed.
MAttIE:  Has Mrs. Mockingbird seen you today, Anarissa?
ANARISSA:  Oh, yeah, sure. 
MAttIE:  And what did she have to say about your, uh, your... hair?
ANARISSA:  Well, she wanted to send us home.
FLORA:  Said we had violated the student dress code.
JILL:  But when she checked, she couldn’t find any rule against this.
tyLONdA:  There is no rule that bars beautiful hair from campus.
bELMA:  My. How could the rule writers have missed that?
ANARISSA:  So she let us go. Didn’t she, boys?
ORLANdO/CLARk:  (Same as before.) Yeah, yeah, yeah.
FLORA:  There was one other thing in our favor.
MAttIE:  What was that?
FLORA:  Everybody else on campus has big hair, too. (MATTIE, BELMA 

and STINKY glance at each other.)
ANARISSA:  Except you three.
JILL:  And Mrs. Mockingbird.
MAttIE:  Everybody?
bELMA:  Has hair that looks like yours?
StINky:  I guess some of us were too busy studying to notice.
tyLONdA:  Well, girl, just look around. (Several STUDENTS—male 

and female—with extraordinarily weird and big and colorful hair—
pass by going in both directions. They also carry school books and 
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backpacks. They greet each other and laugh and giggle as they 
pass.)

FLORA:  (Smiles.) Can you believe it?
tyLONdA:  Big hair for everybody!
ANARISSA:  A new day has arisen! Anyone can have the perfect hairdo. 

It’s all in the shampoo. (As the STUDENTS EXIT.)
MAttIE:  Unbelievable!
bELMA:  You know, I wondered why I don’t remember the notes Mr. 

Blinkins put on the chalkboard in English class this morning. And now 
I remember. I couldn’t see around all the hair in front of me.

MAttIE:  Didn’t that strike you as strange?
bELMA:  Well, no. Usually I can’t see him because I’m asleep.
MAttIE:  Belma, you do not sleep during English class.
bELMA:  True. But still...
StINky:  I noticed the big hair. I just thought maybe the girls forgot to 

comb it this morning.
MAttIE:  Every girl in school?
StINky:  Well, what can I say? They are girls!
bELMA:  (To MATTIE.) What about you? Didn’t you notice anything 

strange?
MAttIE:  Well, I noticed that Pearson combed his hair this morning.
StINky:  Well, that is strange.
MAttIE:  Stinky!
ORLANdO:  Hey, Mattie.
bELMA:  Oh, look—he can say something other than “Yeah, yeah, 

yeah.” (Imitates their manner of saying it.)
MAttIE:  What is it, Orlando?
ORLANdO:  I was so busy with my hair, I forgot to do my math 

homework. Can I copy yours?
MAttIE:  Orlando, no. 
CLARk:  What about your chemistry?
MAttIE:  No, Clark. You cannot copy my homework.
ORLANdO:  We’re desperate.
MAttIE:  Try studying.
CLARk:  We’re not that desperate.
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ORLANdO:  You’re a lot smarter than us.
MAttIE:  I’m not smarter. I just work harder. Nothing in this life is 

free. 
ANARISSA:  The new shampoo was.
JILL:  Yeah. It was free. 
MAttIE:  You keep talking about this new shampoo. What new 

shampoo?
ANARISSA:  The stuff that Dandruff lady has been handing out.
MAttIE:  Dandruff lady? You mean Frau Hilda von Dandruff and her 

three weirdos?
ANARISSA:  Yeah. She calls it “My Tingly Bubbly New Shampoo and 

Hair Conditioner.”
tyLONdA:  They were giving it out yesterday. Where were you?
MAttIE:  Sick.
bELMA:  Sick.
StINky:  Sick.
MAttIE:  (Pause.) Okay. I wasn’t sick. I stayed home to catch up on 

that chemistry lab homework and modulating my Solution Analyzer. 
(Indicates the metal briefcase.) I was inputting various chemical 
formulas so it could instantly identify any soluble on earth.

bELMA:  I was working the bugs out of a new wig I’m weaving.
StINky:  I was sick. (ALL glare at him.) I was sick!
tyLONdA:  See what you missed?
MAttIE:  We didn’t miss them. They were back just a little while ago.
FLORA:  Oh, good. Then you got a free sample?
bELMA:  No. We called the riot squad and had them run off campus.
FLORA:  Why? Look what they did for us. (Indicates their hair.)
bELMA:  That’s why.
MAttIE:  No. There was something shady about them. I didn’t trust 

them. Besides, they weren’t supposed to be here during school 
hours.

ANARISSA:  Your loss. Come on, girls. Let’s check out the cafeteria.
MAttIE:  Lunch time is almost over.
ANARISSA:  Not for the food, Mattie. Get cool. Some cute boys hang 

out there. (They verbally agree and EXIT RIGHT, leaving TYLONDA 
and ORLANDO behind.)
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ORLANdO:  I like big hair, Tylonda. (Runs his hand through her hair.) It 
is so... (A big wad of loose strands comes off into his hand. [NOTE:  
See PRODUCTION NOTES.] TYLONDA EXITS unaware. MATTIE, 
BELMA and STINKY watch the situation with their mouths wide 
open.) It’s so.... (Sees the wad in his hand.) It’s so.... Eeiii! Your hair is 
so ... loose! (Looks left and right for some place to put the hair.) What 
am I... what am I supposed to do with...? (Hands the wad to STINKY.) 
Will you... just hold this for me? (Nervously EXITS RIGHT.)

StINky:  (Stares at the hair in his hand.) Uhhh...
bELMA:  I didn’t see what I just saw. (Pause.) I hope.
PEARSON:  (ENTERS LEFT. He is very faddish in his clothing, but 

odd-looking and not particularly handsome. He always wears a broad 
smile. His hair is not out of the ordinary. Flashing a deck of cards.) 
Mattie, pick a card. Any card.

MAttIE:  What are you doing here, Pearson? 
PEARSON:  Practicing my magic. Go on—pick a card. And then I’ll 

show you how I can escape from locked handcuffs and disappear 
into thin air.

bELMA:  I’d like to see that last one.
MAttIE:  Belma!
bELMA:  Sorry. Couldn’t resist.
MAttIE:  (To PEARSON.) Aren’t you supposed to be in American Lit 

at this hour?
PEARSON:  Well, yeah, but the class was... (Sees STINKY’S handful 

of hair.) What’d you do, Stinky—scalp somebody?
StINky:  Wasn’t me. I’m just holding it for Orlando.
PEARSON:  That’s Orlando’s hair?
StINky:  No. It’s Tylonda’s. 
PEARSON:  Orlando gave you Tylonda’s hair?
StINky:  Only her spare hair.
PEARSON:  (Skeptical.) Uh-huh. Why’d he do that?
MAttIE:  We don’t know, Pearson. There are bizarre things going on 

today. 
PEARSON:  You can say that again. You know Mr. Epson?
MAttIE:  Your American Lit teacher. Sure.
PEARSON:  Well, this morning, he had hair out to here. (Indicates 

very wide.)
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bELMA:  That’s not normal for him.
PEARSON:  Well, his hair that was out to here... is now... uh, you 

know, gone.
MAttIE:  Pearson, wait a minute. Slow down. What are you saying? 

Mr. Epson shaved off all his hair?
PEARSON:  I don’t think so. It think he... lost it. Misplaced it or 

something.
MAttIE:  He lost his toupee?
PEARSON:  No. His hair. He doesn’t wear a toupee. He lost his real hair. 

I don’t mean he put it somewhere and then couldn’t find it. I mean, it 
was there, and then it was gone. He’s as bald as a rock.

MAttIE:  How was he taking it?
PEARSON:  Well, the paramedics were called out and... (Two 

PARAMEDICS ENTER RIGHT carrying MR. EPSON on a stretcher. 
[NOTE:   PARAMEDICS might instead support MR. EPSON as he 
stands between them.] He is screeching, writhing and pawing at his 
bald scalp as they march LEFT.)

EPSON:  What happened? Aeeiii! It can’t be! It can’t! How could it 
happen like that? I can’t believe it. My hair—all of it—gone with the 
wind! Aeeiii! Aeeiii! I’ve lost it, I’ve lost it forever! What am I going to 
do? How can I go on like this? I’ll never be able to teach again; I’ll 
never be able to hold my head up again; I’ll never be able to face 
my little cockatoo again! Ohhhhh, help me, help me, heeeeeelp 
meee! (They continue to hear him scream into the distance as he 
is carried OFF LEFT.)

bELMA:  (After a pause.) I guess he took it pretty hard.
StINky:  Yeah.
PEARSON:  So class was canceled.
MAttIE:  What about Mr. Bombarter? He usually takes over when Mr. 

Epson is ill.
PEARSON:  No. They carted him off earlier this morning.
MAttIE:  What?
PEARSON:  He lost his hair too. They found him huddled in the back 

of the teachers’ lounge on the second floor. He was mumbling 
something about how his hair was tingling and bubbling—but he 
didn’t have any hair to tingle, and the only thing bubbling was his 
mouth. Poor guy. Great teacher.

MAttIE:  (Runs her hands through PEARSON’S hair.) What about 
your hair, Pearson? Is it tingling?
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PEARSON:  More like foaming.
MAttIE:  Foaming?
PEARSON:  Yeah. I brushed some Colgate toothpaste through it this 

morning.
bELMA:  You’ve been listening to Jesse.
StINky:  Switch to Crest. Belma says it works better.
bELMA:  That was a joke, Stinky. Crest doesn’t work any better.
StINky:  (To PEARSON.) Then stick with the Colgate.
bELMA:  No, Stinky. Don’t you ever listen? Toothpaste does not work 

in your hair.
StINky:  Well, at least it will keep it clean.
bELMA:  (Lets out a sigh.) Deliver me from the brainless.
MAttIE:  (To PEARSON.) So two teachers have lost their hair 

today?
PEARSON:  And a bunch of kids.
MAttIE:  Really?
PEARSON:  Well, half my math class was missing. And I saw a bunch 

of kids running out the front door with their heads covered, and hair 
flying everywhere. There’s more hair in the hallway than on the floor 
of a cat-lover during shedding season. And you know what?

MAttIE:  No, what?
PEARSON:  I find all this a bit... strange.
MAttIE:  Pearson, it’s more than strange. It’s, it’s... it’s unreal. It’s like 

an epidemic.
bELMA:  If it’s an epidemic... we... we’re next! Oh, no! (Dumps her 

lunch out of her sack and puts the sack over her hair.) I’ve got to 
save my hair—even though it’s mousy and ugly and unmanageable. 
It’s still mine!

StINky:  Don’t worry, Belma. (Stands next to her.) I’ll protect it for you. 
(Wraps one arm around her head and holds his other hand out to 
repulse any enemy.) Lay on, Epidemic, and damned be him that first 
cries, “Hold, enough!”

bELMA:  (Struggles against him.) Stinky! Stinky, will you please...? 
You... you’re choking me! (Finally manages to toss him aside and 
pulls off sack.)

StINky:  How could I choke you? My hands weren’t anywhere near 
your throat.
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bELMA:  Your deodorant was choking me! (Coughs.) I don’t know which 
is worse—losing my hair or strangling on the smell of roach killer.

MAttIE:  Let’s think for a minute here. After we were away from school 
for one day, we return to find everybody with these huge, bright—not 
to say gaudy—hairstyles...

bELMA:  And later, half the student body is going bald.
MAttIE:  Hmmm.
StINky:  Can we stop thinking now? It hurts my head.
PEARSON:  Well, anyway, Mattie, are we on for Saturday night? There’s 

this great movie playing at the Theatre-plex called, “Hair Today, Gone 
Tomorrow.” (Laughs.) One of the other theatres is playing “From Hair 
to Eternity.” Then there’s “The Bald of the Wild.” (Laughs.) Or how 
about this one:  “Star Wars, Part 32” starring Hair Solo. (Laughs.)

bELMA:  (To PEARSON.) You may think those are punny, but I 
don’t.

MAttIE:  Let’s get serious.
PEARSON:  Why? I’d rather get romantic. (Embraces her.)
MAttIE:  Oh. Well, I guess we could indulge in a little... diversion.
StINky:  You’re gonna make me sick. (PEARSON pauses and looks 

at STINKY.)
bELMA:  Hush. It’s the Raid that’s making you sick. (To PEARSON.) 

Go on.
PEARSON:  (To MATTIE.) You have such beautiful eyes.
StINky:  (Like the wolf in “Little Red Riding Hood.”) “The better to see 

you with, my dear.” (PEARSON looks at STINKY.)
bELMA:  Stinky, cool it. (To PEARSON.) Go on.
PEARSON:  (To MATTIE.) Cute little nose.
StINky:  “The better to smell a rat, my dear.”
PEARSON/bELMA:  Stinky!
StINky:  Sorry.
PEARSON:  (To MATTIE.) And lips that beg to be kissed. (Leans 

toward her.)
CLANAhANAhAN:  (From OFF LEFT.) Stop that!
MAttIE/PEARSON/bELMA:  Stinky!
StINky:  That wasn’t me. I didn’t say that.
huLAhAN:  (From OFF LEFT.) You’re under arrest!
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MAttIE:  What? (ALL FOUR look OFF LEFT. BELMA pulls sack back 
over her head.  DETECTIVES CLANAHANAHAN and HULAHAN 
ENTER LEFT. They wear trench coats with the collars tuned up, 
and their hands are stuffed into the pockets. They are overly serious 
and gruff. HULAHAN always does the “hula” with his hips when he 
walks or runs.)

CLANAhANAhAN:  (To HULAHAN, referring to people OFF LEFT.) 
You can’t arrest those students.

huLAhAN:  Why not? They were acting suspicious.
CLANAhANAhAN:  They were getting a drink from that water 

fountain.
huLAhAN:  Real teenagers don’t drink water any more. They only 

drink soda.
CLANAhANAhAN:  So you think those were fake teenagers?
huLAhAN:  Could be.
CLANAhANAhAN:  And what would you have charged them with?
huLAhAN:  Drinking on school grounds.
CLANAhANAhAN:  There’s no law against consuming water.
huLAhAN:  Then I would have arrested them for being teenagers.
CLANAhANAhAN:  There’s no law against that either.
huLAhAN:  Well, there should be. On their thirteenth birthdays, they 

should be stuffed into cold storage and not let out until they turn 
twenty-six. Maybe thirty-six.

CLANAhANAhAN:  That would be cruel and unusual punishment.
huLAhAN:  Yeah, but it sure would make for a lot of happy parents.
CLANAhANAhAN:  Forget it. (Sees MATTIE and the OTHERS.) Let’s 

see what we can find out from these four.
huLAhAN:  Be on your guard. They could be fake students too.
CLANAhANAhAN:  (Holds out his badge.) Good morning, teenagers. 

I’m Detective Clanahanahan, and this is my right han-a-hand man.
huLAhAN:  (Shows his badge.) Detective Hulahan.
MAttIE:  You’re Detective Clanahan?
CLANAhANAhAN:  Clanahanahan.
MAttIE:  Clanahanahanahanahan.
CLANAhANAhAN:  (Angrily.) No. Clanahanahan.
huLAhAN:  (To MATTIE.) You said it right, you just didn’t stop in 
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time.
CLANAhANAhAN:  (Inspects them carefully. To MATTIE.) What’s 

wrong with your hair?
MAttIE:  My hair? Nothing.
huLAhAN:  Ah-ha!
MAttIE:  Ah-ha?
CLANAhANAhAN:  (To BELMA.) Then why are you wearing a sack 

over your head?
bELMA:  To protect it from the epidemic.
CLANAhANAhAN:  So there’s nothing wrong with your hair?
bELMA:  Not yet.
huLAhAN:  Ah-ha!
CLANAhANAhAN:  (To STINKY.) What’s wrong with your... (Sniffs.) 

Peeew! What’s wrong with your... (Sniffs.) Eeew! What’s wrong with 
your... (Holds his nose.) You stink!

StINky:  Yeah, but I’m insect free.
huLAhAN:  (Holds his nose and checks STINKY’S hair.) His hair is 

okay. (Rubs his fingers together.) A little on the... pasty side.
StINky:  Colgate. (CLANAHANAHAN and HULAHAN turn to 

PEARSON.)
PEARSON:  My hair’s cool. What is this? What do you want? Why are 

you hassling us?
CLANAhANAhAN:  Okay. You kids are clean—so far. So listen up. We 

got a call from the principal here who asked us to investigate a Lady 
Macbeth-type who was seen on school grounds with three...

bELMA:  Weirdos.
CLANAhANAhAN:  ...weirdos. Right. Who’s giving away...
bELMA:  Tingly, bubbly shampoo.
CLANAhANAhAN:  Tingly, bubbly shampoo. Yeah.
MAttIE:  And hair conditioner.
CLANAhANAhAN:  And hair conditioner.
StINky:  Free.
CLANAhANAhAN:  Free. People use it, it seems great. They can do 

all kinds of things with their hair.
MAttIE:  Sounds good.
huLAhAN:  For one day. The next day, you say good-bye to your curly 
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locks, because it all falls out—every last strand. You end up with a 
shiny pate. It’s so slick, people wanna go bowling with your head. 
Stick their fingers in your ear and nose and roll that head down the 
alley.

MAttIE:  The shampoo makes your hair fall out?
huLAhAN:  Yeah.
CLANAhANAhAN:  No. You see, it’s not real shampoo.
MAttIE:  Then what is it?
CLANAhANAhAN:  Fake shampoo.
MAttIE:  Ahhh.
bELMA:  Why would they want to give away fake shampoo that makes 

you bald?
CLANAhANAhAN:  Because the next day they offer you their hair-

restorer—for two hundred dollars a bottle!
StINky:  They offered it to us for one hundred.
huLAhAN:  That’s half price! 
PEARSON:  Maybe they’re having a sale.
CLANAhANAhAN:  Either way, they get rich while the people suffer. 

But we’re going to stop them in their tracks.
MAttIE:  How are you going to do that?
CLANAhANAhAN:  First, we find a few undercover dupes.
MAttIE:  Dupes?
CLANAhANAhAN:  Not dupes. Uh, dopes. Uh, detectives. Yeah. I 

mean, undercover detectives.
MAttIE:  Well, good luck in finding them. We’ve got to get back to 

class. (The STUDENTS get up and start OFF RIGHT.)
CLANAhANAhAN:  No, you don’t understand. We need you! (The 

STUDENTS freeze.)
huLAhAN:  To infiltrate their warehouse, take pictures, gather evidence 

and testify in court.
CLANAhANAhAN:  And it may, as a small side effect, require you to 

use the tingly, bubbly shampoo.
huLAhAN:  In which case your hair will... take a hike.
bELMA:  (As the STUDENTS turn to them.) Uhhh, no. Uh-uh. No way. 

Not gonna do it. Not in this lifetime.
MAttIE:  We’re late. See ya.
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CLANAhANAhAN:  All right, look. Here’s my card. (Pulls it from his 
coat.) Detective Clanahanahan. And my phone number. If you change 
your minds...

huLAhAN:  Or if you know any other students who might be willing to 
risk their lives to help their fellow baldies.

CLANAhANAhAN:  Just give us a call. Okay?
MAttIE:  Sure.
huLAhAN:  (Looks OFF LEFT.) Look, Clanahanahan. Those teenagers 

are involved in some unsavory activity.
CLANAhANAhAN:  What are they doing?
huLAhAN:  Eating lunch.
CLANAhANAhAN:  How is that unsavory?
huLAhAN:  Do you see what they’re eating?!
CLANAhANAhAN:  Forget it, Hulahan. You can’t arrest people for 

sabotaging their own bodies with high cholesterol, excessive calories 
and saturated fat. (Pause.) In fact, that looks good. Let’s run down 
to Fats’ Diner for a fast meal. (EXITS LEFT.)

MAttIE:  Does anybody here want to be an undercover dupe?
PEARSON:  I say we vote with our feet and go to class.
MAttIE:  Time for sixth period. (They start OFF RIGHT but stop. 

ANARISSA, FLORA, JILL and TYLONDA ENTER RIGHT, followed 
by ORLANDO and CLARK. ALL are smiling except ORLANDO, who 
gasps as he holds another handful of TYLONDA’S hair. Their hairdos 
are the same as earlier.)

ANARISSA:  You can forget sixth period, seventh period and all the 
rest of the periods. 

MAttIE:  Anarissa, what do you mean?
FLORA:  The school is closed. Everyone is running off to the nearest 

emergency rooms.
bELMA:  Emergency rooms? Why?
JILL:  We don’t know. It seems that everybody’s hair is falling out...
tyLONdA:  Except ours.
ANARISSA:  And yours.
JILL:  And they’re getting panicky.
FLORA:  But I don’t think emergency rooms can re-grow hair.
tyLONdA:  Fortunately, we don’t have that problem. 
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ORLANdO:  (Looks at the wad of hair in his hand, panics and finally 
hands it to STINKY.) Here. Put this with the other. She may want it 
back some day.

StINky:  (Takes it.) What?
tyLONdA:  Feel it, Orlando.
ORLANdO:  No. Well, some other time.
tyLONdA:  Stroke it, caress it, run your rough, macho fingers through 

it.
ORLANdO:  I don’t think I should...
StINky:  (As he glances at the hair in his hand.) Maybe he 

shouldn’t.
tyLONdA:  Orlando!
ORLANdO:  Yes, okay, right. Here goes. (Starts to do it, but pulls his 

hand away.)
tyLONdA:  Orlando!
ORLANdO:  I’m doing it, I’m doing it. (Starts again.)
tyLONdA:  There. Doesn’t that feel nice?
ORLANdO:  (Nothing happens, so he gradually smiles.) Yeah. Hey, 

yeah, your hair feels great. All soft and satiny and... (Stops in 
shock.)

tyLONdA:  And what, Orlando?
ORLANdO:  And, well, I... I... I.... (Pulls his hand away and has another 

wad of her hair.) Ohhh, bad! (MATTIE, PEARSON, STINKY and 
BELMA see the hair, but the OTHERS do not.)

tyLONdA:  Bad? What’s bad?
ORLANdO:  (Holds the hair behind him and scoots over to STINKY 

and waves it at him.) Bad? Oh, nothing bad. Good. Really good.
StINky:  (Takes the hair and puts it with the rest in his other hand.) 

Yeah. It feels nice and soft.
tyLONdA:  What do you know? You haven’t felt of my hair.
StINky:  Well, what do you think this...? (Waves his fistful of hair one 

time at her, realizes what he has done and hides it behind his back.) 
Uh, nothing. You’re right. I haven’t.

tyLONdA:  What’s that behind your back?
StINky:  Oh, nothing. Uh, uh, a kitty. I was holding a kitty.
FLORA:  Clark, would you like to feel my hair?
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CLARk:  (As before.) Yeah, yeah, yeah.
FLORA:  Go ahead. See how glossy and creamy it feels.
MAttIE:  Maybe that’s not such a good idea, Flora.
FLORA:  (Suddenly angry.) You keep out of this, Mattie. (Now smiling.) 

Go ahead, Clark.
CLARk:  (While drooling, he slowly extends his hand toward her hair.) 

Nice, Flora.
FLORA:  I know. It’s great.
CLARk:  (His hand finally reaches her hair. He sighs.) Ahhhh!
StINky:  I think I’d just call it “glow-in-the-dark-neon.”
CLARk:  (His hand gets stuck in her hair.) Uh, Flora, uh, let go.
FLORA:  What do you mean, let go? I’m not holding you.
CLARk:  But your hair is.
FLORA:  That’s it, Clark. Get your hand out of my hair.
CLARk:  (As he struggles.) I’m trying!
FLORA:  Clark, you’re pulling on my head.
CLARk:  I’m sorry. I just can’t get my... hand... loose! (Gives a final tug, 

and FLORA’S entire head of hair comes loose from her naked scalp. 
[NOTE:  See PRODUCTION NOTES.] CLARK is shocked.) Ohhhhh! 
Ahhhhh! (BELMA screams, ORLANDO blubbers unintelligible sounds 
and MATTIE gasps. CLARK tries to put it back on FLORA’S head, 
but it won’t stay. He holds it there.)

tyLONdA:  Jill, I think you’ve got a little something in your hair right... 
there. (When she tries to pick it off, JILL’S hair comes totally off.) 
Aeeeiii! Take it back, take it back!

JILL:  What? Tylonda, what is it?
tyLONdA:  Aeeiii, aeeiii, aeeiii! (Keeps trying to put it back on her 

head. Finally, she leaves it on JILL’S head—backwards.)
JILL:  I can’t see, I can’t see!
MAttIE:  Maybe that’s for the best.
ANARISSA:  (Covers her hair with her hands.) I don’t understand what’s 

going on here. Jill, Flora, you’re... you’re... BALD!
JILL:  What?! (Feels her head and her hair comes off in her hands. 

Screams.) Aeeiii!
FLORA:  That’s not possible. It was fine this morni... (As she feels her 

hair, it comes off in her hands.) Clark! Look what you did!
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CLARk:  I didn’t do that!
tyLONdA:  (Smiles.) Looks like Anarissa and I are the only ones 

with fine hair. (As she pats her hair, a wad comes off in her hands, 
preferably revealing a big bald spot. She screams.) Aeeiii!

ANARISSA:  Don’t touch my hair. Don’t anyone get near my precious 
head of hair! (Rushes OFF RIGHT, screaming. JESSE ENTERS 
RIGHT holding his backpack over his head.)

MAttIE:  Jesse, where are you going?
JESSE:  To the police department to report a theft. While I was 

shampooing, somebody stole my perfectly beautiful head of hair! 
(Screams and rushes OFF LEFT.)

MAttIE:  Sounds like he used the suspect shampoo.
StINky:  I knew he should have borrowed my toothpaste. (As FLORA, 

TYLONA and JILL continue to cry and scream, all the STUDENTS 
who appeared earlier now crisscross the STAGE with various stages 
of disappearing hair. [NOTE:  See PRODUCTION NOTES.] Some 
have their heads covered with scarves, towels, sweaters, sacks or 
other implements. Others are totally bald or have huge and obvious 
bald spots. All are yelling, sobbing, screeching and trying to hide 
their baldness. Finally they are all gone. To BELMA.) Belma, did 
you see that?

bELMA:  No. My eyes are closed. (Closes her eyes for a moment.)
FLORA:  What are we gonna do?
JILL:  That Dandruff lady. She sells a hair-restorer. We’ve got to find 

her.
FLORA:  I think I’ve still got her flyer in my bag.
JILL:  Let’s go. (FLORA and JILL EXIT RIGHT.)
tyLONdA:  (Still in a snit.) Somebody’s responsible for this! Somebody’s 

gonna pay! (Rushes OFF LEFT. ORLANDO follows.)
CLARk:  (Looking dumb.) Will somebody tell me what just 

happened?
bELMA:  Never mind, Clark. Flora went thataway. (Points RIGHT.)
CLARk:  Yeah, yeah, yeah. (EXITS RIGHT. PEARSON, MATTIE, 

BELMA and STINKY look back and forth at each other, then MATTIE 
goes to the table.)

PEARSON:  Mattie, what are you doing?
MAttIE:  (Picks up the business card that CLANAHANAHAN left.) I’m 

reading a business card. (Reaches into her backpack and pulls out 
a cell phone.)
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PEARSON:  Mattie, what are you doing now?
MAttIE:  I’m turning on my phone.
PEARSON:  Mattie, who are you calling?
MAttIE:  You know, Pearson, before, it was so impersonal. You know 

what I mean? All those people who had been hurt and robbed by 
Lady Macbeth and her three...

StINky:  ...weirdos...
MAttIE:  ...were people we didn’t know. Southside and Northside 

schools. But, now, they’ve struck at our friends.
bELMA:  I wouldn’t exactly call Anarissa a friend.
MAttIE:  Our schoolmates. And I take that personally. Don’t you? 

(Dials on the phone.)
StINky:  (Imitates ORLANDO and CLARK.) Yeah, yeah, yeah.
PEARSON:  Mattie, who are you calling?
MAttIE:  (Into the phone.) Hello, Detective Clanahanahanahanahana... 

whatever. Do you still need those undercover dupes? (Pause.) You 
do? Well, I think I know where you can find one. 

PEARSON:  You can count me in.
MAttIE:  Two. (Then STINKY sighs and raises his hand.) Three. 

(Glances at BELMA, who pulls the sack down over her entire head. 
After a short pause, she slowly raises her hand.) Four. I’ve got four 
dupes for you! Four perfect dupes who plan to put Lady Macbeth 
out of the shampoo business! (Gives a “thumb’s up.” PEARSON 
follows and then STINKY. BELMA peeps from her sack and adds 
her “thumb’s up.” They smile broadly. BLACKOUT.)

End of ACT ONE

ACT TWO
AT RISE:  The interior of a warehouse; the next day. There are crates 

piled up here and there and a desk or table at RIGHT with a doorway 
behind it. There is also a doorway UP RIGHT toward the back of the 
stage with a sign above it that says, “Office.” The entrance is at LEFT. 
DANDRUFF is behind the desk speaking to FRANZ and FRITZ.
dANdRuFF:  Franz, vhere is Shultz?
FRANZ:  He’s in the bathroom crying, Frau Dandruff.
dANdRuFF:  And, Fritz, vhat is he crying about now?
FRItZ:  Shultz doesn’t need a reason to cry, Frau Dandruff. 
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PROduCtION NOtES

PROPERTIES

ONSTAGE, ACT ONE:  Two picnic tables, a trash can.

BROUGHT ON, ACT ONE:  Backpack containing a banana, two pieces 
of bread and cell phone, a drink, metal briefcase with roll of paper 
(MATTIE); book bag, lunch bag with drink, can of “Raid,” apple, tube 
of toothpaste (STINKY); book bag, lunch bag, drink (BELMA); satchel 
containing bottles and flyers (SHULTZ); money bags (FRANZ and 
FRITZ); books and backpacks (STUDENTS); deck of cards (PEARSON); 
stretcher (PARAMEDICS); badges (CLANAHANAHAN, HULAHAN); 
business card (CLANAHANAHAN); wads of hair (ORLANDO); scarves, 
towels, hats (STUDENTS).

ONSTAGE, ACT TWO: desk or table; box of shampoo bottles, hair 
restorer bottles on desk; chairs; crates
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BROUGHT ON, ACT TWO:  Handkerchief, box of bottles (SHULTZ); 
briefcase or bag containing two cameras with flashbulbs and a tape 
recorder, subpoena (CLANAHANAHAN); metal briefcase with roll of 
paper and empty bottle (MATTIE); sack (BELMA); backpack or bag 
with can of “Black Flag” (STINKY); ropes (SHULTZ, FRANZ, FRITZ); 
money bags (FRANZ and FRITZ); purses and money (FLORA and 
other STUDENTS).

WIGS

Most may be styled, pinned and sprayed so that they will stay in the 
shape desired. Fun wigs are also available. They may be brightly 
colored, such as blue, vivid red, banana yellow, etc., or even 
brightly multicolored, especially for FLORA. BELMA, JILL, FLORA, 
TYLONDA, DANDRUFF and a number of the EXTRA STUDENTS 
must wear wigs. The others may wear them or simply make their 
own hair wild and crazy.

In the case of those wearing wigs that must come off to reveal a bald 
head, they should wear a tightly secured baldcap under the wig. 
When the wig is removed, they then have a smooth scalp. Since 
baldcaps are slick, it may be necessary to attach the wigs to them 
with toupee tape, available in wig shops and theatrical supply houses. 
If the tape is used, it should be loosened before the wig is removed, 
or it may pull too much on the baldcap.
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For TYLONDA, only parts of her hair come off. She should wear a wig 
that leaves two wads of loose strands in a particular place so that 
ORLANDO always pulls the loose and not the attached hair.

For some enterprising others in the student group, they may wear their 
own elaborate hair or big wigs in their first scene and a baldcap to 
which is attached various wisps of hair, as if most, but not all, of 
it has fallen out for their second entrance in ACT ONE. Some of 
them, though, will simply cover their hair in that second scene so 
no baldcap is necessary.

MR. EPSON wears only a baldcap. Since this role is a one-line walk-on 
cameo role, getting a well-known teacher or administrator to play 
the part will maximize the laughs. JESSE WEARS ONLY THE BIG 
WIG. WHEN HE RE-ENTERS, SUPPOSEDLY BALD, HE WEARS A 
BACKPACK OR SOMETHING SIMILAR OVER HIS HEAD SO HIS 
“BALDNESS” IS NOT SEEN.
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We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


